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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last decade, ordered topological vector spaces have been studied 
a great deal, but ordered Hilbert spaces have mysteriously been neglected. 
It is interesting to remark that the ordered Hilbert space has interesting 
and deep properties and important applications in areas such as Quantum 
Mechanics [3], Potential Theory, Analytic Manifold Theory, the study of 
positivity of Green’s functions, Nonlinear Analysis, the study of the Com- 
plementarity Problem [6], etc. 
In connection with the study of the Complementarity Problem we intro- 
duced in [S, 41 the concept of isotone projection cone. Certainly, the 
isotone projection cones have applications in Numerical Analysis, Varia- 
tional Inequalities, and Optimization by projection methods. 
Let (H, ( , )) be a Hilbert space and let Kc H be a pointed convex cone; 
that is, (1) K+KcK, (2) (VI.ER+)(%KCK), and (3) Kn(-K)=(O). 
We denote by “ < ” the order defined on H by K, that is, x < y o 
y-XEK. 
If K is closed it is well known [lo] that for every x E H there exists a 
unique element PK(x) E K (called the projection of x onto K) such that 
Ilx-P,(x)11 G II+ Yll, for every y E K. 
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When is P, monotone increasing (isotone) brith respect to the orde, 
defined by K? 
So, we .sa.v that K is un isotone projection Y’,fbr every x, y E H, .Y < !’ 
implies that PK(x) < Px.(y) [S, 41. 
We are interested in characterizing by a geometric or analytic property 
isotone projection cones. 
In Euclidean space we know a characterization of isotone projection 
cones by a necessary and sufficient condition [4, 51 but in infinite dimen- 
sional Hilbert spaces this problem is not solved. 
In this note we prove that if K c H is u generating isotone projection cone 
in H, then it is latticiul and correct. 
But, if KC H is a closed convex cone, generating, latticial, and correct, 
is it an isotone projection? We do not know. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let (H, ( , ) ) be a Hilbert space. If KC H is a closed convex cone, then 
for every XE H the projection PK(x) can be characterized by the relation 
(x-PK(X), P,(x)-y)30; VyEK(see [lo, Lemma 1.11). (1) 
ThedualofKisK*={yEH((x,y)>O,VxEK). 
K* is a closed convex cone and if K is generating, that is, if K - K = H, 
then K* is a pointed convex cone. 
Besides (1) the theorem of Moreau will be the other basic instrument in 
our proof. 
The polar of K is K” = -K*. If K is closed then K= (K”)“. 
If K and Q are two closed convex cones in H then we say that K and 
Q are mutually polar if K= Q0 (which implies K” = Q). 
THEOREM (Moreau [S]). If K and Q are two mutually polar conuex 
cones in H and x, y, ZE H then the following statements are equivalent: 
6) z=x+y, XEK, YEQ, and (x, y)=O, 
(ii) x = PK(z) and y = Pe(z). 
Every convex cone will be supposed pointed. 
DEFINITION 1. A convex cone Kc H is called an isotone projection if 
K is closed, (21 
whenever v-u E K it follows that PK(v) - PK(u) E K. (3) 
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Remark. If we consider on H the order “ < ” defined by K then condi- 
tion (3) of Definition 1 says that P, is isotone with respect to the order 
defined by K, whence the reason for our terminology. 
Observe that (3) in Definition 1 is a purely geometric definition and it 
does not depend on the position of K in H, while an order theoretic delini- 
tion requires K to be a “cone with vertex at the origin,” i.e., a cone in the 
sense of our above definition. 
The space H ordered by K as above will be called a vector lattice and 
K will be called latticial if every pair of elements u and u in H has a least 
upper bound denoted by u v u. 
Let Kc H be a convex cone. A convex cone F c K is called a face of K 
ifxEK, ycF, and y--xEKimplyxEF. 
(Note that this notion is less restrictive than the notion of face used in 
[lo], which is in fact exposed face.) 
DEFINITION 2. The cone K in H will be called correct if for each of face 
F, we have 
P5AK) = K (4) 
where VF is the closed linear span of F. 
Remark. The above notion of correct cone is related to that of perfect 
cone which turns out to coincide with correct cone for a self-dual cone (see 
Proposition 1 in [ 11). 
In [4] we gave a characterization of isotone projection cones in 
Euclidean spaces. 
In [S] we considered problems concerning the facial structure of isotone 
projection cones as well their application to the Complementarity Problem. 
This note concerns two necessary conditions for order to a cone K in the 
Hilbert space H to be an isotone projection. The main results can be 
summarized in the form: 
THEOREM 1. If K is a generating isotone projection cone in H then it is 
latticial and correct. 
It turns out (see Theorem 9 in Section 5) that our theorem above 
generalizes the necessary part of the main result in [4] (which is stated as 
Theorem 9 in Section 5). 
3. ISOTONE PROJECTION CONES ARE LATTICIAL 
The cone K in H is called subdual if Kc K*. We say that K is normal if 
there exists a constant y ~0 such that O<x< y implies y ilxll < 11 yll. 
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Obviously if H is ordered by K and for every U, c’ E H satisfying 0 6 u 6 1 
we have that IIuIl < 11 VII we deduce that K is normal. 
The ordered space H and its positive cone K is called regular if every 
decreasing sequence of elements in K is convergent. 
This implies in particular that each increasing order bounded sequence 
in H is convergent. 
PROPOSITION 2. If K is an isotone projection cone in the Hilbert space H 
then it is normal and regular. 
Proof In our paper [S] we proved (Theorem 2.2) that every isotone 
projection cone is subdual. 
We prove now that K is normal. Indeed, suppose 06 ud v. Then 
v-u~KandsinceKissubdual,v-u~K*andwehave(v-u,v)3Oand 
(v - u, u) 3 0 whence it follows that /lu112 d (u, v) 6 IIvI(~, which shows 
that K is normal. 
A result of McArthur [7] shows that every closed normal cone in a 
Banach space is regular if this space does not contain any subspace 
isomorphic with c0 (the Banach space of all sequences of real numbers con- 
verging to zero equipped with the supremum norm). Since this holds for a 
Hilbert space we conclude that K is also regular. 
PROPOSITION 3. Every generating isotone projection cone K in the 
Hilbert space H is latticial. 
Proof: We begin by proving the following auxiliary result. 
LEMMA 4. Let K be a closed generating cone in H. 
If there exist a E u + K, b E v + K with the properties a = P,,,(b), 
b=P ,+,(a), then a=bE(u+K)n(v+K). 
Proof of the Lemma. Since K is generating there exists an element 
w E (u + K) n (v + K). (This is equivalent with the assertion that there exists 
an element w with u 6 w and v d u’. 
Since K is generating, there exist u,, u2, v,, v2 E K such that u = u, - u2 
and v=vi-v2. 
Hence u < u, , v < vi and as ui and v, are in Kit follows that ui 6 ui + vi 
and vi d u, + vi. Thus we can take w = u, + v, to have the required 
property.) 
We have by the characterization (1) of the projections the relations 
<a-P,+K(a), P,,,(Q)--w) 20 
and 
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Using the conditions in the assertion of the lemma on a and b, the 
second relation can be written in the form (P,, K(a) - a, a - w) >, 0. We 
have on the other hand, 
(p,+K(a)--a,a--w)= (P,+Aa)--a, (~-P~+,(u))+(P,,+,(u)-w)) 
= -(llp,+K(~)-~l12+(~--P,.+,(~),P”+,(~)-w)) 
which together with the above deduced relations shows that 
IV’,+.(a)-4 = II-all =a 
We now prove Proposition 3. 
Let u and u be arbitrary elements in H. We shall show using the isotone 
projection property of K that they admit a least upper bound u v v by 
constructing effectively this element. If u and u are comparable we have 
nothing to do. 
Suppose they are not comparable. 
Let w be an arbitrary upper bound of the set {u, u}, i.e., an arbitrary 
element of (u + K) n (u + K) which is not empty since K is generating by 
hypothesis. 
We see next that if P, is isotone, then P,, K is isotone too for an 
arbitrary y in H. This follows directly from the relation P,, K(~) = 
P,(x - y) + y, which can be verified directly using ( 1). Hence P, + K and 
P t’ + K are both isotone. 
Since neither of the convex sets u + K and v + K is contained in the 
other, using Lemma 4 we conclude that the relations u = P,, K(u) and 
v=P v + K(~) cannot hold simultaneously. 
Suppose u#P,+,(v)~u+K. 
Hence u 9 PutK (u)< P,+,(w)= w, since Pu+K is isotone. 
Let us consider the operators Q := P, + K~ P,, K and R := P,, K~ P, + K. 
They are isotone since P, + K and P, + K are. Put u, = Q”(C), u, = P, + K(~), 
and u, = R”- ‘(ui). Then we have the relations 
since udu,, v<v,, Pu+K, Q, and R are isotone and since P,, K(~) = 
Q(w) = R(w) = w. 
(Obviously Pv+KoPU+K(~)~~+K, hence t~<P~+~oP,,+~(u)= 
Q(U) = 01 and u,=P~+~(u)~P~+~oP~+~~P~+~(u), that is, u,< 
R(u,) = u2, etc.) 
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We have further, 
~,=ef2(v)=(P~+h.“PI,+p)“(2:)=P, +*“(P,,+* PI+l\)M ’ P,+,(v) 
=PL>+K’R” ‘(u,)=P, +,Y(u,,) (5) 
and 
U ~+~=R(u,)=P,+K~P~,+K(u,,)=PU+K(~,). (6) 
Since the sequences (un} and {u,} are increasing and majorized by u’, 
and since K is regular by Proposition 2 there exist the limits 
u0 = lim u, and u0 = lim v,, (7) u-x n + rx 
such that 
udu,,<w and u < ug < w, (8) 
since u d u, d w and v d v, ,< w for every n and since K is closed. 
From the continuity of projections the relations (5), (6), and (7) imply 
~o=p,+K(uo) and ~~=p,+~(d. 
Using Lemma 4 again we deduce that u0 = v0 E (u + K) A (v + K). Since 
the upper bound w is arbitrary, from the relations (8) we obtain that in fact 
u0 = v,, = u v v and the proposition is proved. 
We remark that the sequences {u,} and { vn} can be stationary from a 
certain point onwards. (This can occur only when P,,+K(v) E v + K.) But 
this case is also included in the above schema of the proof. 
4. ISOTONE PROJECTION CONES ARE CORRECT 
PROPOSITION 5. For every face F of the isotone projection cone K in H 
the space VF projects by P, onto F and F is an isotone projection cone in 
@F. 
Proof: Suppose that F is a face of K and consider ZE SpF. Then 
z=x- y with x, ~EFcK, whence z$x. 
Since P, is isotone, one has 0 < PK(z) < PK(x) =x E F, hence PK(z) E F. 
Consider now z E 3;IF. Then there exists a sequence {z,,} with z, E VF 
such that lim, _ 3c z, = z. 
We have shown in the above paragraph that PK(z,) E F for each n, hence 
PK(z,) -+ PK(z) E F by continuity of P, [lo]. This concludes at once that 
VF projects onto F by P,, that PKlsTiiF= PFITZiF, and that Pf is an isotone 
projection with respect to the order induced by F in SpF. 
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Remark. This proposition constitutes a generalization of Proposi- 
tion 5.1 in [S]. 
PROPOSITION 6. Every isotone projection cone in H is correct. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then there exists a face F of K and an ele- 
ment k of K such that z := P,,(k)@ K. 
Denote z 0 := PK(z). Since ZE@F it follows by Proposition 5 that z,EF. 
We shall show first that a real number t E (0, 1) can be determined such 
that for w := tk + (1 - t) z0 one has 
(z-w,k-z,)=O. (9) 




= - Ilz-kll*+(l - t) llz,-klj*, 
since (z-k,z-z,)=O (z-z,~qFand z-k=P,,(k)-k is orthogonal 
to SjSF). 
Since llz- kll < llzO - kll by the definition of z, it follows that putting 
1 - t = llz - kll ‘/llz,, - kll* < 1, relation (9) holds. Obviously, w E K. 
From the definition of z0 we have using relation (1) that 
(z--o, zO-k)=(z-P,(z),P,(z)-k)>,O. (10) 
On the other hand, by the definition of w it follows that 
(z-z,,,z,,-k)=(z-w+w-z,,,zO-k)=(w-zO,zO-k) 
=(tk+(l-t)z,-z,,z,-k)=t(k-z,,z,-k)<O. 
This relation contradicts (10) and shows that our hypothesis that K is 
not correct is false. 
So Theorem 1 is completely proved. 
5. THE FINITE DIMENSIONAL CASE 
One dimensional faces of the cone K in Euclidean space R” are called 
extreme rays. 
The closed and generating cone K in R” was called thin in [4] if 
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(u, U) d 0 for any two nonzero vectors u and c on any two different 
extreme rays of KO. 
The basic result in [4] is the following. 
THEOREM 7. The generating cone K in R” is an isotone projection if and 
only if it is thin. 
How does this theorem relate to our Theorem l? 
To answer this question we prove first the following result. 
PROPOSITION 8. The closed generating cone K in the Euclidean space R” 
is thin if and only if it is latticial and correct. 
Proof The latticiality of a thin cone follows from (i) in Lemma 2 of 
[4] and the characterization of Youdine of latticial cones in R” [ 111. 
From (iii) of the same lemma we have that the thin cone K and its polar 
K” can be represented in the form K= cone{e,, e,, . . . . e,,>, K” = 
cone{u,, u2, . . . . u,,} where cone M is the conic hull of M, e,, u,, i, j= 
1 9 . . . . n, are unit vectors, and (e,, u,)=O, (u,, uj)bO if i#j, i,.j= 
1 ) 2 ) . ) n . 
Let P denote the projection onto n(u,) := {x E R” I (x, u,,) = 0} = 
.v{e,,e,, . . ..e.-,I. 
We show that P(K) c K. To this end we have to show only that 
P(e,) E K, since an arbitrary element x of K is of the form x = c, e, + . . . + 
cn-le,- I +c,e, with c, > 0, i= 1, 2, . . . . n, and P(x)=c,e, + ... + 
c + len- 1 + c,P(e,,). 
But since U, is of unit length we have 
P(e,)=e,- <en, u,> u, 
and 
<P(eA u,> = - (en, u,)<u,, u > 60 for j= 1, . . . . n - 1 
(since (en, u,) < 0 and (u,, uj) d 0 by hypothesis), while (P(e,), u,) = 0. 
This is enough to see that P(e,) E (K’)” = K. Apply induction to see that K 
is correct. 
Suppose now that K is latticial and correct and show that it is thin. 
It is immediate that K is closed and generating. Since K is latticial, K” 
is latticial too [9], and hence it is a cone hull of n unit vectors u,, u2, . . . . u,, 
which generate all the extreme rays of K” (this follows from the theorem 
of Youdine cited above). 
Assume that K is not thin. Then there exists at least a pair of vectors in 
the set {u,, u2, . . . . u,} which form an acute angle. Suppose for instance that 
(u,, u2) >o. 
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The faces Fi:= {x~K](x,u~)=O}, i=l,2, are different (n-l)-dimen- 
sional faces of K. 
Their spans are Z7( ui) := {x E H 1 ( x,u;)=O}, i=l,2. Pick XEF,\F~ 
and project it into Z7(u,). Since u1 is of unit norm by hypothesis, the 
projection w of x into n(u, ) is of form w = x - (x, U, ) 2.4,. 
Observe first that since 
K={y~R”I(y,u)gO,i=1,2 ,..., n} (11) 
and from the definition of x, we must have (x, u2) = 0, (x, U, ) < 0. 
Hence we have (w,~,)=(x,~2)-(x,~,)(~,,~2)= -(x,u1) 
(u,, uz> >o. 
This relation shows by (11) that w 4 K, that is, Pw,,(K) $ K and hence 
K cannot be correct. 
Proposition 8 allows us to give the following equivalent formulation of 
Theorem 7. 
THEOREM 9. The generating cone K in R” is an isotone projection zf and 
only if it is latticial and correct. 
Remarks. (1) We have in the proof of Proposition 3 a very interesting 
constructive method of defining the element sup(u, u)(u v u) where U, u E H 
and H is ordered by an isotone projection cone. 
Given an ordered Hilbert space (H, ( , ), < ) where the order “<” is 
defined by an isotone projection cone, then for every U, u E H (if u and u are 
not comparable) then the element u v u is the limit of a sequence obtained 
by an iterative method. (See the proof of Proposition 3.) 
(2) We recall [6, 21 that a Hilbert lattice is a Hilbert space 
(H, ( , )) ordered by a closed pointed convex cone K such that: (1) H is 
a vector lattice; (2) llxil d Ilvll, w eneverOdxdy;and(3)foreveryxEH, h 
/I 1x1 11 = llxll (that is, the norm is absolute). 
We note that an interesting study of absolute norms can be found in [2]. 
In our paper [S] we proved that if Kc H is a self-dual cone (that is, 
K= K*), then K is an isotone projection if and only if (H, ( , )) is a 
Hilbert lattice with respect o the order defined by K. 
From Theorem 1 and Proposition 2 we deduce that if (H, ( , )) is a 
Hilbert space ordered by an isotone projection cone K such that K # K* then 
the norm I( II of H is not absolute. 
We finish this note with the following problem: 
In an infinite dimensional Hilbert space, is a generating, latticial, and 
correct cone also an isotone projection cone? 
409 147 l-5 
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